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UCF baseball team wins another one to make it 2B"in a roW - see Sports, p. 20 
central Flori Fu 
SG budget ax chops 
back funding for clubs 
by OMAR DAJANI 
Staff writer 
The sentiment within Stu-
dent Govemment to scrutinize 
budget cuts th~t receive money 
annually is growing teeth, and 
UCF's clubs and organizations are 
feeling the bite. 
Although Tuesday's orga-
nizations, appropriations and 
funding committee meeting re-
sulted in additional ·funding for 
some organizations, most clubs 
will have a smaller budget then 
they had last year. 
For many years, certain ac-
tivities celebrated annually, like 
Black History Month and Hispanic 
Awareness Month, have become 
a permanent part of SG's budget. 
Many other activities hosted by a 
variety of clubs also began recei_v-
ing annual allocations. 
But this year, ·more· than 
ever, the conservative make-up of 
the Activities and Services Com-
mittee, which put together the first 
version of the budget, began 
closely examining organizations' 
budgets and found much to cut. 
This new philosophy has 
raised the ire of ma~y officials 
from clubs and organizations. 
"This ·is a school that is 
growing everyday, to cut us is to 
put us back five years," said 
Lashan Fergu~on, president of the 
African American Student Asso-
ciation. 
For 25 years, AASU has 
served thousands of students and 
has become an integral part of 
campus life, she added. 
"We didn't even get what 
we got last year," she said. Due to 
time constraints, AASU didn't 
have a chance to address the OAF 
committee Tuesday, leaving them 
with the option of arriendi_ng the 
proposed budget when it reaches 
the SG senate. 
If the proposed cuts are ap-
proved as they stand, the NGn-
Traditional Student Association 
will get about a third of last year's 
allocation. 
"They don't have a com~ 
see CUTS; page 6 
SG, CAB statute. disputes. 
banish. $143K from budget 
by BOB VOGEL 
News editor 
Student groups are reeling in 
the wake of the proposed clubs and 
organizations budget cuts, and the 
Campus Activities Board is no ex-
ception. 
Last year, CAB received 
$65,000to book concerts and speak-
ers at UCF. This year, the club was 
allocated only $5,760, less thanone-
tenth of last year. 
But SG did not cut CAB's 
budget just for the sake of frugality. 
Some SG senators said CAB needs 
to become more accountable. 
All of the money that would 
have gone to CAB for concerts and 
speakers, about $143,000, was allo-
cated into a new agency called SG 
Productions. 
Senator Richard Andrade 
gave the reasons for the change. 
"We had to make the change to keep 
things consistent with Florida st~t­
utes," he said. 
The Activity and Service fee 
is collected with tuition, and this 
semester it was $5.70 per credit 
hour. 
Florida statutes say ~nly SG, 
or an agency of SG, may use money 
from the Activity and Service fee 
revenue to book a concert or guest 
speaker and charge an admission 
price. 
That means CAB can't charge 
see CAB, page 6 
Earth Day at UCF 
photos by Armando Solares 
Above: Laurie Foster, who 
works for the Orlando 
Science Center, holds 
"Digger," an earth deputy 
who is telling children 
about the importance of 
recycling . 
Wednesday, was Earth Day 
at UCF, and activities on the 
Green were sponsored by 
the UCF Environmental 
Society. 
There were booths from 
more than 20 organizations, 
including Kathy Cisneros, 
the "recycling lady," and 
Guy Hadly of the U.S. Coast 
Guard, who led children 
through crafts and activi-
ties. 
Left: Valerie Gohcke from · 
the Florida Audobon 
-Society demonstrates the 
sensitivity of an owl's 
hearing by showing its 
ears. The owl was raised by 
humans, so it cannot be 
released into the wild. 
· Bomb demolishes Oklahoma federal building, at least 18 dead 
D At least six government building in Oklahoma on .. .I knew there had been a ma- KFOR showed flames corn- A spokeswoman for the air-
children are dead City on Wednesday, local televi- jor explosion," Dan Vogel. an FBI ing from the federal office build- port was not available and Na-
sion reported. spokesman, told CNN. ing, across street from the federal tional Car Rental said it had no 
trom the Wednesday A witness told the KFOR He said the Federal Bureau courthouse. information. 
• 
morning attack . television station it was "unlikely oflnvestigation was sending bomb The suspects being sought 
anyone could survive" if they were squad agents to the scene. in the bombing rented their pickup Federal authorities have is-
• 
in the building, and the station Vogel said: "It was a tre- truck from National Car Rental at sued a description of the suspects 
Compiled from wire repor:ts showed injured, bleeding people men do us explosion ... a the Dallas/Fort Worth Interna- and vehicle, which they said is a 
on the street. tremondous plume of smoke hung tional Airport, according to Dal-
An explosion devastated a "It shook the bridge I was over the city." las television station KXAS . see BOMBING, page 6 
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April 24 27 (Mon-· Thur) 
April 28 (Fri) · 
April 29 (Sat) 
April 30 (Sun) 
May l 4 (Mon- Thur) 
May 5 (Fri) 
May 6 (Sat) 
ours 
8:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
8:30 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m~ 
1 :00 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 
8:30 a.m. · 7:00 p.m. 
8:30 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m. · 4:00 p.m. 
Valid Student ID or Drivers License 
required for book buyback. 
Textbook theft is on the rise. Please report 
thefts in writing to the UCF Police 
and College Book & Supply. 
Please don't leave your books unattended! . 
12209 University Blvd 
Orlando, FL 32817 
249-0855 
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PLIJS OTHER COOL STIJF f FROr1: 
Grant Lee Bttf a/tJ 
Poster Children 
P.lHaroey 
Migflty Mi!!ftty Bosstonts 
Ass Ponies 
F!IJck of Seagulls 
ON THE GREEN FROM NOON 
j 
. TO 3, WITH LIVE MUSIC FROM 
GUMWRAPPER CURB AND 
ROOM 136. 
5££ FEATURES FOR DETAILS 
Cam us S ecial 
Free Batteries 
Unlimited Calls 
Wide Area Coverage 
only s999 a month 
JoE 1S PrzzA AND PASTA 
DINE IN • TAKE OUT • WE DELIVER 
30%~~~ 
LARGEST PIZZA IN ORLANDO! 
18"XL WITH ONE ITEM ONLY $995 
Large 14" Two ltell) Pizza 
~-- 01)1y $849 ------
PROUD SPONSORS OF THE UCF BASEBALL TEAM 
FREE DELIVERY 
INCLUDING UCF CA1lf PUS 
Open 7 Days 
10376 E. Colonial Drive (Suite #124) 
(Located in the Reedy Carpet Plaza) 
275-6157 
Personal Mini Storag~ 
RESIDENT 
MANAGERS 
• Household - Commercial 
• 7 Day Access 
• Outside Parking 
• Month to Month 
• Safe • Fenced • Lighted 
• Full Range of Sizes 
12 Locations in Orlando Area 
Call For Details 
EAST HIGHWAY 50 FORSYTH RD 
273-1668 678-1500 
7200 Old Cheney Hwy. 2875 N. Forsyth Rd. Wn. Pk. 
(Between Forsyth & (Between Univ. Blvd. & 
Goldenrod) Hwy 50) 
Managed By Schacler Brothers Corp 297-3683 
Get an affordable look that's high on fashion. At Cost Cutters. · 
10071 University Blvd 5174 S. Conway Rd. 425 S. Orlando Ave 
uncrest Shopping Center Conway Woods Ctr Shoppes at Maitland 
679-6766 COSTCUTTERS 240-9202 COSTCUTTHS 539-0383 
• FAMILY HAIR CAAE '.FAMILY HAtA CAAE ·; 
\\1,.'I\.' \I 1'11 ..J\k• 
ADUUCU~ISHAMPOo,1115%0FF 
& BLOWDRYI I CONDITION, 11 ALL 
$6 95 11 & HAIRCUT . . 1 IPROFESSIONAL 
COSTC:TTtRS ~ 1111 $8 .00 ~ 11 HAIR CARE ~ 
•, FAAO•L•HAIRCAR£ 1 COSTCUTTlRS 0 11 PRODUCTS ~ 
\\Vt\.' \ ' II.II '°4\ ~· \ fAMl\..'l"HAIRCME \ COST CUTTERS 
FAMILY HAlA C_AAE . 11 ,,, ..". "'" '"k· 11 
I .ri· • "•ir slightly more. \\ v "' , , .,. ~'" 
One coupon per person 11 .1e coupon per person 11 One coup~n per person 
Not valid with other discounts Not valid with other discounts Not valid with other discounts 
e~p1res 5-20-95 . e_xv.ire§ .5 :~0:9? . e~tii•<s ~-.; 0-95 
take Kapla-nandget 
a higher score ... 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
---- --- ·--·--·-----·-------
Stu~ent Legal Services 
Problems With: 
•Landlords 
•Insurance 
•Contracts 
~Traffic Tickets 
Need: 
•A Will 
•A Name Change 
•Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representative in cer-
tain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For inforrnation or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the student center . 
roorn 210 
Ll Monday--·Friday 8am-Sp1n w1ded through Activity & Service Fee y _!1-l~?tudent Governn1ent Association 
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Arrests 
•James P. Mitchell III, 22, was 
arrested and charged with drunk driv-
ing, 3:19 a.m. April 8, on Gemini Bou-
levard and Alafaya Trail. 
•Brett K. Hogan, 20, was arrested and is 
charged with trespassing after being warned by ~ 
police, on UCFracquetball courts, 3:04 a.m. April 1. 
Car theft/burglary 
•Erik A Larson, 19, reported that someone stole 
his truck valued at $6,500 out of a parking lot near Polk 
Hall, between midnight and 2:30 p.m. ApriJ 11. 
•Jason G. Renda, 19, reported that someone 
entered his vehicle parked in a lot near Polk Hall and 
stole stereo equipment and speakers, between 4 a.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. April 11. The items were valued at 
$1,450. 
•A 19-year-old student reported that someone 
pried a lock off his vehicle parked in a lot near Polle Hall 
and stole a compact disc player, compact discs, a work-
out belt and several other items, between 12:30 and 8 
am. April 11. The items were..\'.alued at $605. 
•Melonie M. Perkins, 18. reported that someone 
entered a vehicle by prying open a door lock and stole 
compact discs valued at $420, out of a lot near the 
Student Center, between 1 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. April 11. 
•Brenda W. Weed, 43, reported that someone 
entered her car by damaging a door lock and stole a 
stereovaluedat$150, between 11:45 p.m.April lOand 
3 p.m. April 11, out of a parking lot near the Student 
Center. 
•SeanMakovsky, 18,reported 
that someone entered his vehicle by 
punching in a door lock and stole a 
cassette player and radar detector, 
1 between 1 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. April 
11. The items were valued at $300. 
• Cynammon Nettles, 19, reported 
that someone entered her car by punching in a 
door lock and stole a compact disc player and 
speakers, between 3 p.m. April l 0 and 2 p.m. April 
11, in a lot near the Student Center. The items were 
valued at $800. 
• Erika L. Castro, 19, reported that someone 
entered a car parked in a lot near the Student Center, 
and stole a compact disc player and compact discs, 
between 7:45 p.m. April I 0 and 6 p.m. April 11. The 
items were valued at $255. 
•Nicole Bjornvick, 18, reported that someone 
entered her car and stole a compact disc player, 
personal stereo, radar detector and a compact disc 
wallet containing 14 compact discs, between 9 p.m. 
April 10 and I 0:30 a.m. April 11, in a lot near the 
Student Center. The items were valued at $725. 
• Shawn M. Spigner, 20, reported that some-
one entered his locked vehicle and stole a compact 
disc player and compact discs, between 2 and 6 p.m. 
April 11 in a lot near the Education building. 
• WampannagaSmith, 19,reported that some-
one entered her car and stole earrings, and a tennis 
bracelet, between l 0:45 p.m. April 10 and 11 :50 
a.m. April 11, in a lot near Polk Hall. The items were 
valued at $22.50. 
-compiled by Katie Jones, managing editor 
All New Show 
LED ZEPPELIN 
Friday & Saturday: 
9:00 & 11 :00 p.m. 
LaserGrunge 
The Best In Alternative Music 
Friday &,Saturday: 10:00 p.m. 
PINK FLOYD 
Shines On 
Friday & Saturday: Midnight 
LASER JAZI 
Saturday: 7:00 p.m. 
COST FOR ALL SHOWS $ 6. 50 
Admission price includes 
3-D glasses and ear plugs, if needed. 
Seating is limited and on a 
fint·come, first-served hasis. 
Prices and shows suhiect to change 
0 without notice. ~'\), .. ~~t .. '\ ~ ~ 810 E. Rollins Street 
~~~ ~ Orlando, Florida 32803 
407-896-7151 
Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East 
on leh in Loch Haven Park - Free Parking 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Liquid nitrogen 
may save 
Tower of Pisa 
Reuters 
· PISA, Italy - Workmen 
have begun freezing the ground 
around the Leaning Tower of Pisa 
as part of an ambitious project to 
stop it from falling. 
Pisa pfficials hope the lat-
est phase of the project, expected 
to be completed early next year, 
will allow them partially to re-
open the white marble tower to 
tourists. 
It was closed in 1990 after 
fears that it could collapse. 
Workmen this week began 
pouring liquid nitrogen into 178 
holes around the tower to freeze 
the ground. This will prevent dan-
gerous vibrations at the base of 
the monument during the next 
phases of a salvage project. _ 
Freezing the ground around 
the 12th century belltower, which 
Galileo is said to have used for his 
experiments on gravity, will help 
stabilize terrain while workmen 
remove cement and rocks from 
Fort Worth building closed as precaution 
BOMBING, from page 1 
brown Chevy pickup truck with 
tinted windows and a bug shield 
in the front. 
They said the suspects, three 
males, are believed to be of Middle 
Eastern origin. Both passengers 
have dark hair and beards. The 
driver was not described. 
As a precaution, a federal 
office building in Fort Worth was 
evacuated. Other federal office 
buildings around the country were 
reportedly under heightened se-
curity following the incident, 
which injured dozens of people. 
CNN reported at least 18 
people have been killed. The net-
work also quoated Oklahoma City 
station KWTY.as sayin.g six people 
who were from a daycare center in 
the building were killed. 
,-----.--------, 
G R .I L L 
Buy one burger and receive 
the next one free with the 
purchase of a medium 
drink. 
G · I 
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What are you doing all summer? Why 
not get some great experience writing 
for us? Write news, features, sports or 
let us know your opinion. Call 823-
8054 and ask to speak to the editor of 
the section you'd like to write for. 
WRITE!WRITE!WRITE!WRITE! 
,~------------, I 
.I 
G I 
Buy one junior sub and 
receive the next one free 
. . 
with the purchase of a 
medium drink. 
salvage attempts in 1870 and \. - - - - - - - - - - - - - "'------------------'- - - ..;. - - - - - - - - - - .I 
1935. 
The next phase of the 
project calls for a huge ring of 
cement to be placed underground 
around the foundation of the 
tower, built as a belfry for the 
adjacent cathedral in Pisa's 
lawned Piazza dei Miracoli. 
Ten steel cables v.(ill link 
one side of the ring to firm layers 
of earth some 164-feet below. 
Each of the cables will be able to 
withstand some l 00 tons of pres-
sure. 
Engineers say that will pull 
the 191 feet tower back one i·nch 
from its lean and stabilize its tilt 
at about 16.5 feet off the perpen-
dicular. 
Spokesman Cirano Galli 
said engineers believed the cable 
solution could last for at least 50 
years. 
An international commit-
tee of engineers is still studying a 
permanent project to save the 
tower. 
Galli said Pisa officials 
hoped the tower could reopen to a 
limited number of visitors next 
year. 
"I don't think we will be 
able to return to the way it was 
before. At first we most likely 
will have to limit the number of 
people allowed to climb it," he 
told Reuters. 
Until it was closed in 1990, 
nearly a million people a year 
made the frightening sp.iral climb 
up 294 steps to the top. 
The 14,000-ton tower 
stopped leaning in 1993 after the 
first stages of the restoration project. 
In the first stage, in 1992, 
steel rings were clamped around 
the walls of the l9wer storys to 
prevent the stones from buckiing 
outward, which would cause the 
tower to collapse. 
Later, 450 tons of lead coun-
terweights were placed against the 
foot of the tower, reversing the tilt 
by one inch. 
The tower, built in stages be-
tween 1174 and 1370, began to tilt 
when the ground settled. 
TAKE A BREAK FROM ALL THAT 
"CRAMMIN" 
WITH 
G"RAMMY AWARD 
WINNING 
"BLACK UHURU" 
· FEATURING DON CARLOS AND GARTH DENNIS 
11Dead Day11 CONCERT · ·. 
Wednesday April 26, 1995 
l:OOp.rn. on tL.e SC Green 
A CAB:::: · 
'V' UNIVERSITYOFCENTRALFLORIDA CAMPUS ACTIVITIES ·BOARD 
·.· · · · Provided for by Activities & Service Fees as Allocated by Student Government Association. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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SG cuts miss HASA, 
giving them $2,000 more . 
CUTS, from page 1 if the need were to arise. I 
puter a modem or a telephone line, 
and now they don't have a news-
letter either," said NSA faculty 
advisor Larry Hudson about the 
zero allocation their newsletter 
will get if the budget is passed as 
it stands. 
Martha Aria, public rela-
tions director for the Hispanic 
American Student Association, 
breathed a sigh of relief when the 
OAF committee approved an ad-
ditional $2,200, or a 20 percent 
increase, for their budget. Arias 
did not rule out additional requests 
OAF chairman Shannon 
Martin said, when asked why 
HASA and other clubs like the 
International Student Union re-
ceived more money, "They asked 
for enough money just to put the 
program on, and they took all the 
padding out, basically." 
Unless the OAF committee 
holds an emergency meeting to 
vote on retaining the budget bill, 
Thursday's senate meeting will 
begin debating the proposed bud-
get. All clubs and organizations 
can still request funding of acti vi-
ties anytime by getting a senator 
to sponsor a bill. 
'SG Productions' may replace 
CAB for campus entertainment 1-800-Martinair CAB, from page 1 similar plan for the current speaker 
director. 
. . 
admission to its shows unless it is The SG budget is still being Martinair Holland somehow connected to SG. debated in a committee, and is 
"We're not trying to displace expected to reach the· senate floor 
anyone," Andrade said. "The stat- .--n_ex_t_T_hu_r_sd_a~y_n~ig~h_t.. ____ ~ 
ute is there. Why can't we be consis-
tent with it?" 
The main concern senators 
have with CAB is not its administra-
tion, but the way it selects its own 
directors. 
Dawn Lucas, a CAB director, 
described the process. 
Whenever an opening comes 
up, CAB advertises the position and 
applications are accepted, just like 
any other job. A selection commit-
tee, made up of four students and 
two staff members then chooses the 
person. 
"We always invite SG to be-
come involved in theprocess,"Lucas 
said. Typically, but not always, two 
of the four students who serve on the 
selection committee are senators, 
she added. 
But if CAB is replaced by SG 
Productions, that would all change: 
Directors would be appointed by 
the SG President, and confirmed on 
the Senate floor. 
Brian Glossman, CAB direc-
tor of popular entertainment, said 
the change might not be what the 
student body wants. 
"We're the ones who are 
trained to do what we do," he said. 
"If they cut CAB, and start from 
scratch, they might not be able to 
attract the top notch entertainment 
that we can." 
Glassman indicated the cur-
rent CAB concert director, Boomer 
Bardo, has been asked to direct SG 
Productions. He also indicated a 
COhu. ir n oo. S3 lt ii S3 S31l11 ce 
<ID if ltlln. ® § JP) IrDJID fg 
S3cem@SJ ttceir n.~ 
m <e ~ 1t 1r mua SJ cdl oo. y ~ 
CG~ tt 7«»1mJr 
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YOU WILL RECEIVE-YOUR RAFFLE 
TICKET THROUGH THE MAIL IN 
APPROXIMATELY l WEEK. 
in the 
Humane Soci~ty·s 
Pl,,EASE POST ON COMPANY 
.BULLETIN BOARD .. 
~~ 
$16,000 
CASH 
" 6 
0 
0 
You CAN WtN ONE OF THREE GREAT PRIZES!!! 
1995 Jeep Ch_erokee $10.00 Donation Only 5000 Tickets Sold! 
or $16,000 CASH Your Odds of Winning are 1 in 5000 
1995 Ford Thunderbird $50.00 Donation Only 900 Tickets Sold! 
or $16,000 CASH Your Odds of Winning are 1 in 900 
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix $100.00 Donation Only 400 Tickets Sold! 
or $16,000 CASH Your Odds of Winning are 1 in 400 
Have Fun and Help the Humane Society. Your Odds of Winning are 
1 in 900, FAR BETTER Than Any Lottery or Casino Game. 
(Odds of Winning $16,000 on a $50 bet in any other casino or lottery are no better than 1 in 950,000) 
To Purchase Your Ticket Call 
(800) 896-9994 -
or fill out and mail this easy form below. 
All profits to benefit participating _Humane Societies 
r----------~-------------------~--------, 
I Name I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
I I 
1 Telephone I 
I #ot I Make all checks payable to: Tickets 
I Humane Society x $10.00 Jeep I 
I Mail form with your check to: x $50.00 Thunderbird I 
I 1460 Golden Gate Parkway #103-203 •Naples, FL 33942 x $100.00 Grand Prix I 
L---------------------------------------~ Drawing will be supervised by the Humane Society. Drawing to be held June 30. 1995 :it I O:OO:im by the Hum:ine Society of Highlands County in Sebring. FL. All 
profits to benefit the particip:iti~g Hum:ine Societies. Cars provided by Premier Man:igement Group. Drawing date may rnry based on ticket s.iles for fundraic;cr. 
April 20, 1995 
.._Th-eC-en-tral-Fl-orida-F-utur_e ___ o_P-ini 0 n 
............................................................................................. Early registration 
and mystery tuition 
In case you didn't know, registration has been going 
on for the past week or so. Thanks to the wonders of 
modern technology, you can now register three or even 
four months in advance for all of your graduation needs 
with the touch of a button. 
Having been here for five or so years, I can say that 
things have gotten better. A few years, ago, if you made 
a mistake on touch-tone registration, there was nothing 
you could do until walk-by. You just had to pray that 
someone would either drop the class you needed or that 
everybody made mistak~s and everyone would be in 
line the first week of class. The latter was usually the 
case. 
Remember when add/drop lasted for a whole week? 
When the line stretched all the way around past the SG 
office and ended somewhere near the mail boxes? Thank-
fully, those days have passed. Now, we have about 48 
hours to try to correct the scheduling mistakes we made 
four months ago, to get the override from the professor 
for the one class we need to take to graduate sometime 
around the Second Coming. 
Another wonderful advantage of early registration 
is the large blank space on the bottom of the audit form. 
You know, that line that says "Insert outrageous amount 
of money here." See, apparently the powers that he 
haven't quit~ decided on how far to bend the stude:.ts 
over next year, so this time you can actually put )"h lr 
head into the noose before you know how mucl-1 · P\ 1'rt> 
going to have to shell out. At this point, very kw of us 
even know if we ' re getting financial aid at all, let alone 
how much. 
So, we just plod along like lemmings, waiting for 
someone to tell us what to do and how much money to 
give them so that in 10 years or so we can get a decent 
job and be able to pay back all of the loans we racked up 
getting through the system. 
If the American public is too far in debt right now, 
just wait five years when the only way you'll be able to 
get through college is by taking out massive amounts of 
loans. Just keep in mind that you're paying for all this 
wonderful education, and you better enjoy it while it 
lasts. Eventually, you're gonna have to pay for every 
single roll of toilet paper and pack of gum you got from 
the dorms or the bookstore. 
The Stafford man cometh. Once again, thanks to 
modern technology, now you can spend that check even 
before you know you're going to get it. Just keep in 
mind that all of this is an advantage, the same advantage 
that seems to put more and more buildings on campus 
·and less space to park around them. Next fall, let's ·go 
ahead and close down all the roads and just let the 
students rollerblade everywhere. 
Chad Brunner 
Opinion editor 
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Getting nothing out of class and paying for it 
You neve~ hear students complain about a ~lass when it's too easy. Let me be the first. 
I'm not sure if "easy" is the way to describe Bob Cobbs' 
Drugs and Crime class. Pathetic and a total waste of money 
is prob;:tbly a better description. With the amount of money 
I was forced to pay for the class, the only way I would feel 
truly compensated is ifl was offered a refund. I've got my 
receipt and I am definitely not satisfled with the product. 
Cobbs teaches this criminal justice class on Wednes-
day nights. He's a great public speaker, he's funny, he 
seems to have a great heart and he cares about his students, 
but he doesn't seem to know the basics of teaching a 
college class. I have nothing against the man, just the way 
he "teaches" the class. 
The class has already ended for the semester and we 
learned nothing about drugs and crime. I couldn't tell you 
the names and effects of any drugs or their relationship to 
crime. I couldn't tell you anything about how drugs relate 
to recidivism. The only things I know about the s~bject is · 
what I've learned through the news and other classes. 
I have a friend in the class who jokes that Cobbs didn't 
get past the class introduction. We waited for the moment 
Cobbs would start teaching about drugs and crime and get 
past the course introduction, but it never happened. I'll tell 
you what I learned in a semester's worth of Drugs and 
Crime: 
I know that Cobbs served in Vietnam. I know how 
much money he makes a year. I know where he grew up, 
why he went into the Marines and why he got out. I know 
what kind of car his wife drives . I know about Cobbs' step-
son. I know about his father and his mother. I know just 
about everything about the man, because he loves to talk 
about himself, but 1 don ' t know anything about drugs and 
crime. 
He has drawn a few charts about self-esteem on the 
board and talked about how much money is wasted on 
drugs. We even watched a movie with pathetic actors 
getting over substanc~ abuse problems. But Cobbs didn't 
teach anything that was worth my money. 
Our grade was supposedly calculated by three things: 
Test 1, Test 2 and a paper. On Test I we had to answer the 
questions at the end of Chapter 4 in the textbook. Test 2 
was a take-home test to answer questions at the end of two 
more chapters. Cobbs didn't have the know-how to create 
a test all semester - answering review questions in text-
Ka"tie Jones 
MANAGING EDITOR 
book was the biggest challenge he could give us. We could 
write the paper on anything related to drugs and crime, but 
I think he graded it depending on the length, because 
everyone's paper that I looked at didn't have any marks on 
it from Cobbs. 
During the last two classes I went to, Cobbs said he 
wanted to hear gossip about our lives. The few students 
who wanted to share their social lives with Cobbs found it 
interesting, but with points for mandatory attendance, I 
didn't want to be there just to hear trivial gossip. Of course, 
Cobbs managed to tie it in with drugs and crime because he 
showed a marijuana video for a few minutes at the end of 
one of the clas.ses. 
It got to the point after about a month of class where I 
stopped bringing a notebook. There wasn't anything to 
take notes on, and you can only doodle for so long before 
you run out of paper. 
My final gripe is his grading system . I'm not a dis-
gruntled "D" student who is trying to get Cobbs to 1 aise my 
grade. l have a pretty high GPA, and I should get an "A" 
or a "B" in his class. The reason I'm not exactly sure what 
grade I'll get, even though l know what I got on all three 
assignments, is because Mr. Cobbs has changed his grad-
ing system. 
On the syllabus, he gave each test and paper a certain 
amount of points. For example, the paper was supposed to , 
be worth 100 points. But on the last day of class, when I 
asked Cobbs how much our test and our paper would be 
worth, he said that it depends on the individual student. 
What that is supposed to mean, I will never know. He said 
that we will just get credit for turning in the test. But our 
overall grade? I think it depends on how well he knows 
you, via how much gossip he gets from you during the 
hour-long gossip sessions. 
I don't want Cobbs to get in trouble for his non-teaching, 
but I think the criminal justice department should force him to 
take some teaching-refresher classes. As for all of us that paid 
to take the class, we deserve a refund. I'm graduating in May, 
and hopefully going to graduate school at UCF. I hope I never 
again have to pay over $150 to sit though a gossip session at 
UCFandnotknow whatgradel'm going to get for it in the end. 
\Vb..6llLL \VANTLb..TTrn-6 TOTLJb..6-DlfUR.! INCLUDb.. you12_ 
~b_. ~AND61Q'h TLJQ.b... tvtAJL ff TO TJ-)h.~ 
fUJQJDA fLJTUQh. 12243 UN1Vb_12_61f1 ~L VD .. Of2_LMJDO. fL 
3281;7 Of2_Jlb T FAX If TO aJAD AT 823-9495 
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• Going to hell in a health care basket Physician, heal your own dam self 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Speaking of special interest groups - were we speak-
ing of special interest gro1:1ps? We11, we are now. I am sick 
to death of this whole health care thing. Every day some-
thing else is in the news about some dumb person that cut 
off the wrong foot or some idiot that killed a lady in Boston 
with an overdose of chemotherapy to treat breast cancer 
that she didn't have. 
It's time someone pierced the godly veil of this health 
care thing, and at this moment, I'm in the mood to be the 
one. Health care reform doesn't have a chance of ever 
being meaningful, because two of the biggest special 
interest groups in the country, the American Medical 
Association and the insurance companies, will never stand 
for it. And these pansies we elected just wring their hands 
in a "Oh, woe is me! Whatever could be 
Pat Fox 
FUTURE COLUMNIST 
going to tell me in advance what that charge should be, or 
if that procedure is warranted?!?" 
· He looked at me rather sheepishly and explained that it 
was just done that way, that all insurance worked that way. 
I told him to shove it up his @##. · 
People think that health insurance is some kind of 
social charity or something. It's not. It's a highly profitable 
industry. They make money because the average person 
the tube, and keep blowing until you can't blow anymore. 
Ready? Blow! Blow-blow-blow!" 
I couldn't believe it. She, in her highly skilled way, 
read the number off the machine and recorded the air 
volume. She di.d this remarkable medical procedure three 
times. It took about 15 minutes altogether. And when we 
got done, they presen.ted mother with a bill for over $800. 
I don't think there's a rational explanation for charging 
$3200 an hour for "Blow-blow-blow!" This is why we 
can't afford health care. 
Part of the reason medical costs have gone up is 
because malpractice insurance has gone up, because of 
idiots like the ones who work at University Community 
Hospital. Let's not forget that insurance companies are 
M~:::~~7:~~~;~--lt_s_h_o_u_l_d_n_'_t_c_o_s_t_m _ o_r_e_t_h_a_n_$_2_0_f_o_r_a_n __ cleaning up on both ends now, making money off the patients and off the doctors. 
To p_ut the icing on the cake, we hear the 
health reporter tell us that the best way to be 
safe in a hospital is to ask the doctors 
questions. There's a load! If the doctor is so 
stupid that he can't tell which foot_ to cut 
off, what kind of intelligent answers do you 
think you're going to get? 
healthinsurance.Iaskedtheinsurancerep off"1ce v·1s"1t. Geez-the doctor can s·ee 
what, I'd be getting for my money. He 
explained that· after the deductible, they 
would pay 80 percent of [some industry 1 O patients in an hour. That's $200 an 
term like standard regional average • 
charges]. hour. How much money do they have 
"And what exactly are these [standard She suggested asking about the medi-
cations and side effects. Right. Doctors are 
not pharmacologists. They prescribe what-
ever the drug companies have sent them 
• 
• 
• 
regional average charges]?" I asked. He to make? 
explained_ that the insurance company knew 
how ml!ch the doctor or hospital should 
charge for a procedure, and the insurance would pick up 80 
percent of that. 
"You mean to say, you aren't going to pay 80 percent 
of what the doctor charges me, but rather what the doctor 
should charge me?" I asked naively. 
"That's right." 
pay~ more in insurance than they get back in benefits . If 
that weren't true, they'd be out of business. 
"And," I continued, "do you have, like, a chart or -
.,. 
something that you go by?" 
Now all this talk about health care reform supposes that 
the goal is to bring insurance to the people. Good God. 
How stupid. I think the idea would be to make medicine 
affordable. It shouldn't cost more than $20 for an office 
visit. Geez-the doctor can see ten patients in an hour. 
That's $200 an hour. How much money do they have to 
make? 
• 
"Why yes, of course," he replied. 
"Well, I'd like to see it," I said. 
'Tm afraid that's not possible." 
"Why not?" 
"Well, that's confidential information," he said, as ifl 
were going to leak the information to the Russians. 
I hit the roof. 
Now I'm a very even-tempered individual, and it takes 
You can get a room at the Waldorf for $125 a night; · 
why should it cost more than thai to stay in a hospital? It's 
surely not because of the amenities. And it's not because 
everything is included. You get to pay $2.50 for a bandaid, 
whether. you want one or not. 
• an awful lot to get me riled, but he managed it. "So, what 
you're saying to me is that every m~nth you're going to 
take 50-some dollars out of my checking account, because 
A couple of years back, my mother was approaching 
surgery. Her surgeon told her that before surgery, she had 
to go to.this pulmonary specialist to determine whether she 
would need breathing treatments after surgery. I went with 
her. She got into 1his room with a technician and a machine. 
" you don't trust me to send you a check, and for that $50, 
you are going to pay 80 percent of what you think-a doctor · 
should charge me - providing, of course,.that the proce-
dure, in your estimation, was warranted. But you're not 
. The machine was basically a glorified tire gauge. She 
got to blow into a tube. This highly skilled technician -
oh, it was amazing - handed her the tube, looked at the 
gauge, and instructed mother, "When I tell you, blow into 
• 
Are you stressed out? Start wearing strobe lights 
There's a new craze sweeping the nation. Well, OK, 
maybe not a craze. more like a few really eccentric people 
worried about their heads exploding. I'm talking about 
stress. 
It seems people in the '90s are more stressed out than 
ever. Possibly, the stress is the result of worrying about the 
ozone layer or constantly pondering if that's Sam 
Donaldson's real hair. Either way, too much stress is bad . 
It causes people to work sluggishly, think irrationally and 
treat others as if they were belly-button lint. (Not that I'm 
specifically mentioning the folks in Financial Aid, or 
anything.) 
David Swartz, Jr. 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
The latest stress-reducers to -hit the market are the 
goggles that emit short, periodic bursts of light, somehow 
telling your brain to relax . (I know strobe lights make me 
sleepy.) A cheaper alternative would be just to watch a 
PBS furniture auction. I'll bet doctors prescribe those 
auctions to insomniacs. 
So to combat the detrimental effects of stress, people Seventeen tedious 
invest money into stress-reduction --------------------hours of antique book-
seminars, relaxation spas anct sooth- I suppose they play TV static or cases, chairs, cabi_nets, 
ing CD's. Speaking· of those CD's, OCean WaVeS tO a Stadium full Of bread boxes, toothpick 
you know the ones I'm referring to holders and TV trays all 
- 60 minutes of gently ·running people, causing the audience to at a price three times that 
water with James Earl Jones voice- of an aircraft carrier (a 
overs of "Sleep ... sleep, damn it." drift into a state of REM sleep. small aircraft carrier, but 
I'm curious about them. I'll bet-------------------- nevertheless). And then 
they're really dangerous to listen to 
while driving. One minute you're peacefully crU1s111g 
down the road listening to soothing rainfall, and the next 
minute you awaken to find yourself twisted in wreckage. 
Or worse. you find that you've drjven to Miami. 
I wonder if people pay to go see their concerts? I 
suppose they play TV static or ocean waves to a stadium 
full of people causing the audience to drift into a state of 
REM sleep. What a waste of money those concerts would 
be, considering that Barry Manilow t_apes are readily 
available for under ten dollars. 
Unfortunately for us, stress and college seem naturally 
to go together. Occasionally, you may feel hopeless, that 
you can't do anything right, that you don t belong any-
where. You feel overwhelming hostility to everyone around 
you, and that's just finding a parking place. (UCF parking 
when you go to pick up 
your $300 coffee table, they tell you that it will be another 
four to six weeks before you can have it because they made 
some si1ly mistake in the paperwork, and then they look at 
you like you're the love child of Mussolini and Marge 
Schott when you demand your money back, causing you 
hastily to threaten the life of a certain purple dinosaur that 
PBS owns the rights to, and then you go and grab the coffee 
table in their lobby and run. 
(Take three deep breaths.) 
And now back to stress. As you have seen, one way of 
dealing with stress is through anger. But becoming irate is 
neither the most civilized nor the most rational solution. 
Violence should be avoided at all cost (That's what Jimmy 
Carter is around for). Just take a few hours, prop your feet 
up on the coffee table, and read a good book. Something 
most recently. Do you think that they have the time or the 
in;lination to sit down and memorize the n.ewest in drugs? 
What a joke. 
The biggest part of the solution to the health care 
problem is the simplest. Spend a little time to learn some-
thing about anatomy and physiology. Figure out your own 
body. A person with average intelligence and a fair amount 
to self-awareness should be able to figure out 90 percent of 
his own health problems. After all, you live with your body 
all the time, don't you? 
Don't go to a doctor for a cold or the flu. Take care of 
yourself; it'll pass . Don't go to a doctor for a sprained 
ankle - all they'll do is wrap it in an ace bandage and tell 
you to stay off it. Geez, can't you figure that out? 
Remember one key thing about Western medicine. The 
basic premise is~ if it doesn't work, poison it or cut it out. 
Now if you don't think you want it poisoned or cut out, then 
stay away from them. Learn some alternative medicines. 
Learn how to take care of yourself. 
Remember basic economics? Decrease demand and 
the cost will drop . Stop going to the doctor for stupid 
things. 
Summer's 
coming up fast! If 
' -
you're gonna be 
hanging around 
here, write for 
The Future. Call 
823-8192 or just 
fax a Column to 
us at 823-9495. 
Big, big things 
happening soon, 
get in on the 
ground floor! 
trivia: 25,000 students, 8.200 parking places.) just CRACKED below ~y feet. Vengeance will be mine! .._ ____________________ .. 
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WESLEY FOUNDATION SUMMER CAMP COUNSE-
United Methodist Campus LORS: for Easter Seal residen-
Ministry tial camp, with children and 
MOVING SALE, everything must 
go!! 249-3975 leave msg. 
Student Center Room 206, adults with disabilities, late May 
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM, thru July. Call (904) 383-4711 Snake: Red-tail boa, with 
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group, -------------1 everything 823-7911 
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 
opportunities and much more. per week assembling products .56 carat diamond ring w/.20 
carat ring guard. Appraised at 
$4600. Must sell $3750. 366-
9358 
Steve Binkley·, Director at home. No experience. Info 1-
Call 823-5335 for information. 504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307 
All Welcome! WANTED: INDEPENDENT 
FCA meets every Thurs. 7 PM 
at WDSC. 
Call our 24 hr. hotline - 679-
2645 4 info. 
DISTRIBUTORS 
for health related products. Call 
407-273-7199, leave name, 
address and phone number. We 
Love Seat with end table. 
Excell.. cond. $65 OBO. Call 
Kevin at 366-2384 
will send you a free packet with Free Pager, Free Batt., 
- ----- ------1 all the information you wi ll need Motorola, Beeps, Vibrates, 
to get started. Lights ... Only $9.99 mo. 
UCF FOOTBAG CLUB 
is in full effect for 1995! 
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on 
The Grass in front of Ed. Bldg. 
For more info call 
275-1613 
i---------------1 834-5400 
Responsible Person with retail/ ---------------
shipping exp. Must have reliable Great Deal! 4 1/2 mo. of 
ref. Approx. 20/hrs per wk. 657- . tanning. Unlimited visits. $75 for 
7070 package or $20/mo. Sun Tan 
i----------------1 Center, Winter Park 365-4991 
Receptionist-veterinarian in 
------------i Oviedo. Full or part-time. Sales/ 
AUT06 UCF NEWMAN CLUB 
Catholic Campus Ministry · 
Mass Sunday 11 AM, PH 115, 
Club Night, Thurs. 7:30 PM 
For more info: 281-4438 
medical exp. preferred. Positive 
attitude essential. Call Fred or Dr. 
Dudley at 366-7323. 
The Italian Oven Restaurant: 
needs enthusiastic, energetic -
1------------~ people to join their team. Posi-
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student 
Union meets Tues. 9 PM - TR 
542, -Room 101 
ALL WELCOME! 
M/F, N/S to share 2bd/2ba 
Condo, W/D, pool, tennis, quiet, 
close to UCF. $300/mo + 1/3 
util. 671-7191 
Male to share 2bd/1 ba Apt in 
Alafaya Trl.Apts. $245/mo. + 1 /2 
util. Drug free, clean cut person. 
Contact Garrett 382-451 O 
Furn Rm in Furn House, 
washer, garage w/storage. 
College Pk. $350/mo. incl. all. 
649-3357 
1 Rm in 3/2 Hse. $330 includes 
all. 5 min. from UCF, WO, pool, 
tennis. Sandy 366-9391 
tions available: Server, Hostess, 
no exp. nee. Apply in person: 
2849 S. Orange Ave. or call 246-
0776 
Schlotzsky's Deli Restaurants 
are Looking For Crew Leaders . 
We need ambitious, dedicated_ 
professional people to fill entry 
level management positions in 
our Orlando area restaurants. 
We offer flexil;>le work sched-
ules, great benefits and a 
competitive pay rate. 
Don's miss this opportunity to 
start your career with a fast 
growing loval company. Send 
resumes to: Orlando Deli 
Management, 2300 Tuscarora 
Tr., Mtl. Fl. 32751 or call (407) 
645-4009 for appointment. 
'82 Toyota Tercel' $600 OBO. 
Good cond. Nikki 3'81-2646 
ACCOUNTING TUTOR 
CPA/Former College Instr. Call 
Loretta at 256-1140 
ATTN: STUDENTS/FACULTY/ 
STAFF 
Job Hotlines Booklet just for 
. you! Over 150 of Fl A's Job 
Hotltnes, 1 OO's of Professional 
and General Job openings. 
Updated weekly. Send $9 .. 95 to: · 
F'orida Job Hotlines, Box 
560876, Orlando, Fl. 32856. 
More info (407) 672-3871, 24 
hrs. 
DO EUROPE 
$229 ANYTIME! 
If you're a little flexible, we can 
help you beat the airline's prices. 
**NO HIDDEN CHARGES** 
**CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE* 
AIRHITCH 800-326-2009 
Airhitch netcom. com . 
SUMMER & FALL 
Internship opportunities 
available 
Marketing, Public Relations, 
Human Resources, Finance, 
Business, MIS, Theater, Science 
and Education 
Human Resources, Orlando 
Science Center, 81 O E. Rollins 
Str. Orlando, Fl. 32803 
(407) ~96-7151 Ext: 19 
MATH TUTOR 
Atl levels, $10/hr. Call Curt 823-
7285 
STATICS TUTOR 
Ace the finals! 
$12/hr. Call Curt 823-7285 
. CASH FOR COLLEGE 
900,000 Grants available. No 
repayments, ever. Qualify immedi-
ately. 1-800-243-2435 
ARE YOU AT RISK FOR AIDS? 
For a confidential AIDS risk 
assessment, send -a SAS.E and 
$410 Prompt Action, Confidential 
Services, P.O. Box 950985, Lake 
Mary, Fl. 32795-0985' 
WORDMASTERS 
Typing and Resume Service 
since 1986 for all your student 
needs. IBM and laser equip. 
Sameday service avail. Call 
. 277-9600 
WORD PROCESSING 
Specializing in Resumes with 
cover letters. FAST 
679-4836 
K.C.O .. Inc. Typing $1.50 
678-6735 
I TYPE. YOU PLAY!! 
Sue 896-0937 
A+ Typing & Word Processing 
Laser print. Professional results! 
Same day turn-around available!. 
Close to UGF! Call 366-7123 
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE 
Typing 
Term Papers-Resumes-
Manuscripts 
Desktop Publishing 
Spreadsheets 
Charts-Data Organization 
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip. 
Competitive rates. SW Orange 
City. 
Contact EMSl-DP Services 
876-0080 
Professionally Prepared 
Resumes & Term Papers. 
24 hr. ·service avail. Laser printer 
359-8974 
Desktop Publishing by Clairl 
Very professional, very quick 
very reasonable. 14 yrs. exp. 
Macintosh & Laser Printer 
380-2162 
r--------~-------~-------------~---------------------, Classified Advertising Form ! Female to share 3bd/2ba with adult female. 3 min. from 
Valencia, 15 min. from UCF. 
$250/mo. + util. 249-0718 
111 Extra Lg. Condo, golf 
course, free cable, W/D, $450 + 
deposit. (407) 273-5671 (904) 
276-0687 
212 & 3/2 , clean units, near 
UCF, W/D for imm. occup. or 
reservations call 657-1967 or 1-
800-929-4403. Broker 
2bd/1 ba Duplex, UCF area, 
Bonneville Dr. Brand new carpet 
$425/mo. 382-1666 or 657-
5182 
LARGE 2bd/2ba Townhouse, 
1260 sq. ft., nice carpet, fresh 
paint, W/D hook up. 300 yds from 
UCF. Some units/small pets 
okay. Only $475/mo., to consci-
entious renter. 236-4244 -
. . . I 
Please check one of the following: 
Greek Corner 
_ Club Info 
Roonunates 
For R ent 
For Sale 
Autos 
_Help Wanted 
Wanted 
Sen ; ices 
_Typis ts 
Lost & Found 
Car Pool 
~ lll O llfl(~ .• 
----·---
S$$ 
Tutors 
Other 
__ Lonely Ilcarts 
Personals 
~ a s i 
- - -
ICC l'. 
----
C I C l I 
Please print .clearly. Allow a maximum of 3$ tharacters per line. The 
Future cannot be r esponsible for unreadable handwriting. I would like the ad to run on the following dates (the Future 
( 
publishes every Tuesday and Thursday) 
RA TES: $1 per li11e for L'CF studcms, facu lty and staff. 
$2 per line for non:studcnts and businesses. 
Boldface and underline $1 extra per line. 
• 
PREP A Y.M.E'.\'T ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Clip and 1naiJ to: 
T1Jc Central Florida Fururc, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL 
32817. Ads may also be pl aced in our office near the UC7 theater 
-
in the Uni\·crsity Shoppes from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon-Fri. 
823-8054 
Xame, address, and phone (required) 
L----~-----------------------------------------------~ 
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• 
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' 
enter Florida 
craving the 
wave and end 
up right here at 
.UCF 
With an Irish-twinged formu1a of tart and 
tangy folk pop, The Cranbenies have made No 
Need To Argue. This tranquility has resulted in 
theRIAAcertification of double p1atnium status 
(that's2millionalburnssoldforthosewhoaren't 
hep to the music industry.) The big silver bus 
caning ~e four responsibe for the all the CD 
sales will be rol1ing 'round to the the UCF Arena 
Thursday. 
The Cranbenies made their mark on our 
planet with ~eir Island debut, Everybody Else Is 
Doing It, So Why Can't We. (---> 
brreeeaaaattthh) With its second single, Linger-
ing around and getting radio play, th~ Cranber-
ries magaged to steal the heartsandmindsofboth 
little girls and boys everywhere. With a high 
budget video remake staning a dark hared Fabio 
look-alike, the first and third single ''Dreams" 
furtherpaved TheCranbenies road to Arenarock 
_ April 20, 1995 F-11 
stardom. 
On a long distance line with Noel Hogan 
of the famed foursome, I asked him about the 
album, the tot.ir, and how he was dealing with 
being the rock star that he is. The first thing i 
thought when I heard "Zombie" was that they 
were trying to scrape the bubble 
gum from their preverbial shoe. 
''We really don't ·try to 
think .of it that respect," Noel 
replied "there was alot of pres-
sure. going into the recording of 
the album (No Need To Argue) 
but we·didn' t pay much attention 
to it. We just decided to make the 
album how we wanted to make 
it." 
Not getting the answer I 
had hoped, I asked why Zombie 
was considerably more harsh than 
anything else they had previously 
recorded. 
''Well, Deloris only writes 
- lyrics when she is really moved 
by something. We aren't really 
political, but we felt that the sub-
ject matter called for a harder 
edge.'.' 
With all the the to-do that 
is being made over prouducers, 
we peered into the crystal ball to 
see if the fruity four were looking 
for a prouducer to turn the knobs 
on the next album. ''We reany 
don't hj;:tve anyone in mind at the 
moment, but we do want to work 
with someone different... I've al-
; waysadmiredBrianEno'swork, 
I'd really like to work with him" 
Hogan replied. I asked what he 
thought about Eno' ss last big 
project, Wah-Wah by James. 
"I'm a really big James fan, but that was 
one-of the better albums I heard in the last 
year." 
Seeing that the Cranberries (or at 
least Noel) was into the over prouduc~ion 
of Eno, it was no surprise to find out they 
were fan_s of The Cure, The Beatles, and 
Pink Floyd. "We really don't want to do a 
'a concept' record, I just don't think. we 
have it in us. 
Speaking of concept albums somehow · 
the discussion turned down U2 Blvd. Hogan 
admitted thatU2 wa,s thebiggestexportoutof 
Ireland, but as far as seeing Deloris coming 
out in a mettalic suit and bug-eye glasses 
seems pretty slim. "We're just a band, we're 
not political becuase we're musicians. We 
don't feel it is really our place to be preaching 
or anything like that" 
With the possibility of another Queen 
out of the way , I wondered how the transition 
from playing venues with no more of a capac-
ity than 150, to a place like the arena that holds 
up to 4000. 
"It was a bit of a shock, initially, doing 
the larger gigs" Hogan replied. "Sometimes I 
miss the atmosphere of a small club, but the 
larger venues have their good things too; like 
better light shows, sound and that sort." 
With that better light light show and 
sound, Deloris, Noel, Fergal, and Mike will 
be~ marching into the UCF Arena with Grant 
Lee Buffalo. Beeing two bands that spend 
quite a deal of time touring, the ~how should 
make to be a pop rock extravaganza. 
Unfortunatly it will be overrun drunk fools 
screaming "Deloris!" in hopes to get her to 
come and "party" with them because they can 
scream and be heard from two miles away. 
After everyone leaves the building then going 
home to paint many, many big banners and a. 
good time will have been had by all. 
ireµnty on the~ Hurx1nrli (yes ht.nJnrl;) cf fire Q)'s irrlrling 
Cranberries, Grant Lee Buffalo,arrl IIDIB cool fireshf hle 
tid<e.5, viyn1, arrl slickeis. To acli to the fun, Gnb arrl 
Room 136 will re dcing the live sIDw thing. . 
SANDRA BULLOCK 
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282-0505 
$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza 
w/ valid student ID 
Located across from U.C.F. 
in the UC7 Shopping Center 
We Deliver! 
2·5¢ Wings 
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'Kentucky Cycle' 
challenges gender roles 
by RICHARD AGSTER 
Future arts critic 
"The Kentucky Cycle, Part II, 
is quietly and subtly about strong 
women," and Sheila Cavallo por-
trays several of those women in the 
Theatre UCF production which 
opens today at the UCF Theatre. 
The 23-year-old native of Binning-
ham, Alabama, speaks highly of her 
experience here at UCF in the De-
partment of Theatre. 
Cavallo recently transferred 
here from Gulf Coast Community 
College, knowing that she "really 
wanted to be in theatre," but not 
really having any direction or any 
knowledge of "what [theatre] en-
compasses." The instructors at UCF 
have been instrumental in opening 
Cavallo's eyes to the theatre and as 
positive role models. 
Earlier this semester, Cavallo 
participated as a memberof the cho-
rus in Tro1an Women, under the 
direction ofHan-y Smith, whom she 
describes as "very knowledgable." 
Thus began the UCF"academic side 
of theatre" tutelage of Sheila 
Cavallo . 
Since, Cavallo has become 
enamored of Jim Cali, the director 
of this production of Kentucky Cycle. 
"\could sit for hours and just watch 
him work," she muses. It is Cali's 
"great eye for a situation and atten-
tion to detail" that she admires and 
wishes to emulate most. "[Cali] has 
done a lot to open up my eyes .. .I 
sometimes go out in to the house and 
watch him lead, direct the produc-
tion." 
The Kentucky Cycle is an eye-
opening play, and Cavallo is eager 
to share her thoughts: "The entire 
Kentucky Cycle is about the White 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant influence 
on history ... a brutal.and violent his-
tory. In the second half, the female 
characters take control of their lives, 
the lives of their families and the 
future of their children." 
In the first play of this second 
Cycle group, Cavallo plays Lallie 
Rowe)l, the mid-40ish wife of Jed. 
Lallie presents the biggest challenge 
to Cavallo's imagination. "In 1885, 
women didn't operate then like _they 
do now ... Lallie is strong and does 
more or less control what's going 
on, but she must be more subtle and 
creative. She must be quiet without 
being submissive, and I'm not used 
to behaving that way." 
The nineteenth century ideal 
woman, ''born and raised to 
be[ come] a wife," is quite alien to 
most women of our times of ERA 
and NOW. However, Cavallo 
hopes to challenge the cut-and-
dried stereotypes of then and now 
and also sees this production of 
The Kentucky Cycle doing the 
same. 
The Kentucky Cycle, Part II, 
will pick up where last semester's 
Part I left off beginning this 
evening at 7:30 in the UCF The-
atre. For mor.e information or for 
tickets, call the box office at 823-
1500. 
Abercrombie & Fitch is meeting the demand for our quality 
clothing with explosive growth and expansion! An exciting part-time 
job is within your reach when you join Abercrombie & Fitch. 
Stop by the Career Resource Center and find out ~ore about part-time 
opportunities currently available, and part-time summer positions. 
cool aunosphere • terrific discounts • fun people 
If unable to attend, please call 
800-307-9103 
eoe 
Abercrombie & Fitch Co. 
- April 20, 1995 F-13 
H'jlPP'Y' 1!6t1K 
Mon - !'ri 
4-7· 
AUTHENTIC MEXICAN CUISINE 
University Park Plaza 
(Behind Ale House) ~K~jl't MjlKGflKI'tjlS! 677-9102 f Sf,(i(i-f)Fi~l 
I ANY DINNER CHECK I 
I TOTALLING I 
: with co!!:~'!?.o~~o~~~h Othe' : I Offers. Not Valid On Take-Out Orders, Steaks I 
I Or Fajitas . I 
Valid Monday thru Thursday. I 
I_ EL Jl~DEB L-----------.J 
STARTS FRIDAY APRIL 2 1 
AT A THEATER NEAR YOU 
F-14 April 20, 1995 , 
University 
Apartments 
Across from UCF! 
*Under N~w Management* 
Now Pre-leasing for August Occupancy 
We offer spacious 2bedroom1 112 bath 
from $425 
• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus 
• Covered Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
•Pool 
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning 
Universitv 
12017 Solon Drive 
·arlando, FL 32826 
( 407) 273-4097 
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EYES FOREVER OPTICAL 
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Filmboy 
by DEREK KRAUSE 
Journey with me into the :rirind 
of a film maniac. A filmboy. 
I have experienced sin. I wish 
not to review such a filrn which 
doesn't open in Orlando; however, 
it is my unselfish duty to discuss 
why it isn't and how ridiculous it is. 
"I'm utterly aroused," a gay 
priest says, expresses his sexual 
admiration for Jesus while referring 
to a crucifix. 
Priest opened, selectively, 
around the country on April 19. In 
Eisnerville, the boldly provocative, 
yet unobjective bl~sphemy will not . 
taint itself on local movie screens. 
Ridiculing th~ Catholic reli-
gion is the priniary goal of Priest, 
the COI)troversfal film by Antonia 
Bird. The above quote exhibits the 
harsh expression in which Bird 
sways her picture . . 
. I'm neither an antagonizer: of 
religion nor am I a supporter of such 
guidelines. I consider myself an 
objective party to this film, w_hich 
has stirred up so much distaste and 
anger since its opening on Good 
Friday. 
Screening the film, I now 
understand how some can be upset 
or nerved. I agree with these "pro-
testors." I see how one-sided the 
You shouldn't be offended 
by its subject matter. You 
shouldn't cry to the media. 
Understand. A film is 
freedom to create. Leave Bird 
alone. Heropinion is herown, 
and her film is her own cre-
ation. Complain all you want, 
she has a right to express her 
opinion on whatever subject 
shewants.AscitizensofFree-
dom, U.S.A., you shouldn't inter-
fere with her expression, just be-
cause you don't agree with what she 
is directing her commentary to-
wards. 
Don'twatchit.MovetoSouth 
Africa. 
As I sat through the last of 
three films Tuesday night, I realized 
how far our society has come. De-
spite the pampering childishness 
behind Priest, the hotion th~t gay 
relationships are represented · on 
screen is an incredible achievement. 
Seeing three consecutive films 
(Priest, The Sum Of Us and The 
BasketballD iaries) graphically por-
tray homosexual acts, baffled me. 
Not only are these relationships 
strongly accepted, but they are em-
braced. 
Although witnessing such 
acts was personally unsettling, and 
uneventful, I was overwhelmed. As 
a citizen and filmgoer, I was proud 
of how the film community has 
.represented every standard of hu-
man nature. 
*:!<*The Basketba~l Diaries 
Leonardo DiCaprio as a pro-
sp~c~ive, drug~addicted basketball 
stat~ again turns a mighty perfor-
maryce as the real-life, poet/author, 
Jim Carron. The Basketball Diaries 
ing-of-age experiences Carroll had 
during his naive and destructive 
adolescence living in Manhattan. 
Concentratingonhowdrugsinfested 
his mind and body, Diaries , di-
rected by Scott Kal vert, is based on 
his critically-acclaimed memoirs. 
DiCaprio, like his perfor-
mances in This Boy's Life and 
What's Eating Gilbert Grape?, 
gives off sincere vibes. Every mo-
tion-delicate, every sound-clear, 
DiCaprio dominates the screen 
with his presence. It shocked me 
to see how one kid couldn't master-
photos/New Line Cinema 
Leonardo DiCaprio plays 
author Jim Carroll. 
fully carry a story and give such detail 
and attention to his role. I was hesitant 
to title this young one as an actor, even 
after his Oscar nomination. Diaries 
proves Leonardo DiCaprio as a pro-
fessional. 
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m film is. Every reference to sin is represent the memories and com-
Despite its lengthy ceremonial 
lecture on the effects of rampid drug 
use, The Basketball Diaries draws a 
dark and bitter struggle. With shades 
of the solitary survival in Where the 
Day Takes You, and Jumpin' at the 
Boneyard, Diaries jumps higher with 
its visualistic dream sequences. 
Carroll's poems and diary entries, 
DiCaprio's trips and hallucinations 
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COMPLETE EYE' EXAM 
. $3900 
CONTACT LENS EXAM $50 
89 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD. 
359-0937 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
TILL 8 PM THUR. AND FRI. 
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made out to be a joke, and 
the film plainly makes a 
mockery of the Catholic 
I Church. Themes of incest 
I and homosexuality tango 
I with the main sermon, but 
I
. Priest ~urfaces, without all 
of this extracurricular non-
sense, simply as a spoof of 
religion. 
As citizens of 
' America, not as your faith or 
. capture wild and heart-stomping im-
ages. 
Geeeelberrrrt. 
-Outbreak criticism awaits. 
-Ask yourself this question 
"Have I seen Exotica?" 
-Marky Mark will star in Cool 
as Ice 2: The New Kids Rap. 
EXAMS BY INDEPENDENT DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY 
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your beliefs, you shouldn't DiCaprio. cruises the Manhattan 
21 April-TheBasketballDia-
nes, The Cure, Jefferson in Paris, Kiss 
of Death, While You We~e Sleeping. 
LOCATED BETWEEN PUBLIX & BLOCKBUSTER IN ALAFAYA SQUARE 
· ~;,,, Computer Nuts . 
r Mail Order Prices ... locally 
Custom PC Systems • Upgrad~s • Parts • Repairs 
DELUXE SYSTEMS 
-PentiUin-9-o(S"MB RA"M ·-· $2~149·-
486DX4·100/ 8 MB RAM $1,489 
486DX2·80/ 8 MB RAM $1,409 
486DX2·66/ 8 MB RAM $1,379 
486DX-40/ 4 MB RAM $1, 189 
486SX-33/ 4 MB RAM $1,129 
-- -- -
1 r .-- -· CUSTOMIZATIONS -, ·1 
11 Ext;~ ·4·M-~"Q -RAM _____ "Aci~i ---164 ___ M-i~~~-~~-tt · M·~~~-e --- Acici ·-· 10 I 
! I Extra 8 Meg RAM Add 318 Mid-Tower Case Add 30 I 
; : 1 .2 MB Floppy Drive Add 47 Combo Floppy Add 61 ! ! Diamond Stealth 64 Add 90 17" CTX 1765GM Add 420 i 
540 MB Hard Drive Add 30 15" CTX 1562GM Add 90 I 
1080 MB Hard Drive Add 250 14.4 Fax Modem Add 59 
1 
· 
SB Multimedia Kit Add 279 Flightstick Add 42 j 
850 MB Hard Drive Add 120 250 VA UPS Add 109 J 
250 MB Tape Drive Add 149 Surge Arrest w/tel Add 2~, 
----- ·--·------.. --··-·" ·- ----------- --- -· 
-------r~~:~ s~~tem~-~~:1~~~:=--M·o~~~~ard -~t~;u, RAM'.-;;~ MB H~~~1.4~-MB Floppy Driv-;-~s~~- -,, 
J 2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB VLB Video C~rd, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Ke~· Doard , 
i~~se w f 250 Watt Power Supply, DO~ -~22, -~mdo~~~~~~~~~s 3.11, ~o~ 1ted; ~k>use _ _ ___ J 
Call About New Lower Prices on Motherboards 
NEC 510 3X CD ROM 229 Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 129 Sound Blaster AWE32 299 
Panasonic CDR 562 129 Sound Blaster 16 Basic 94 80 Watt Speakers 69 
Teac Quad CD ROM 249 Sound Blaster Pro Dix 79 LABTEC PC Speakers 19 
Choose from our selection of CD titles Great Prices 
7359 Lake Underhill Road 
(At the corner of Lake Underhill and 
Goldenrod at the EW Expres~way Exit) 
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm 
• ·J~~~ lnl'ffin j 
Phone: (407) 382-9031 
Fax: (407) 658-9615 
BEEPERS 
Starting at 
$29.95* 
AS LOW AS 
$549*AMONTH 
, ucF R . $7999* 
a E, e p E, .· .. \ • 2 Mo~. S~rvice 
s.PEQ\AL~ •Activation FREE . 
- ··\ des· •Clock• 16 Memory Leather case & Cham 
" \ nC U . •Vibrator• Time Stamp 
~---~~~;y~;&;;;~G;~--~ 
• FREE RE-CRYSTAL & 
: • FREE ACTIVATION* : 
Lo~ !_o.!!.r ~!!_t~~a _!l!e.f.e!.-~.!!~~!. c!~~".J 
WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD! Quick Page Inc·. wE DELIVER! 
We also recrystal NEC, PANASONIC, UN/DEN, and MAXONS 
Fern Park 
7030 S. HWY 17-92 
407-831-KWIC (5942) 
(Across from old K-Mart) 
·some restrictions apply 
Deltona 
2063 Saxon Blvd. 
904-789-3339 
(Saxon Place) 
WE BUY BEEPERS 
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Ken heeds the words of a wise man, and he wears Dodger Blue 
KEN JACKSON 
Foul Balls 
I love baseball. 
Professional baseball play-
ers make me sick. 
Man, I'd play ball for 
nuthin'. No salary. What an exist-
ence: The uniform, the clubhouse, 
the ballpark, the fans, Vince 
Coleman running by with a fire-
cracker. .. 
The major leaguers 
wouldn't be there. 
If you've been reading my 
ramblings over the last few weeks, 
you've heard me b~rate, belittle 
and torment the players to no end. 
I've supported the replacement 
players in a smug protest. 
Now the regulars (the non-
When it comes to Europe, nobody offers you 
more fun-or more value-than Contiki. For 
example, a two-week, nine-country tour costs 
only $1,244 including airfare.* There are over 
30 tours- ranging from 9 to 52 days. 
Contact your local Travel Agent, or call 
1-800-CONTIKI for a free brochure. 
•Price is double occupancy from New York. Departures available 
from most major U.S. cities. Prices vary according to departure date. 
The World 's 
BiggestTravel Company 
For 18-35 Year Olds 
replacements?) have returned, and 
my loyalty is being fought for in 
two directions: Do I side with the 
gazillion baseball fans who have 
turned their collective back on the 
league, or do I return to the league 
and to my lifelong team, the Phila-
delphia Phillies. (Does that make 
me a replacement fan?) . 
I had decided to stick with 
the Phillies and give the rest of the 
league the cold shoulder. But 
then I heard the words of a legend. 
He loves pasta, Slim Fast and base-
ball. He's Tommy Lasorda, the 
man who's been with the Dodgers 
organization for nearly 50 years. 
He recently said something at 
Dodger Spring Train ing II in Vero 
Beach that caught my ear. 
"BasebaII has been one of 
tbe few mainstays in this great 
country. It's pastoral. It's perse-
vered. It ' s survived two Worlds 
Wars and now a strike. It's back 
and better than ever. Bring back 
the fans." 
This comes from the same 
man who after the last replace-
ment spring training game, made 
the entire team come out of the 
dugout and give the crowd of 
NOW OPEN! 
in the University Shoppes Center 
ACCEPTING EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS 
12275 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 407/ 275-2780 
. ¥ 
Because stuff hap];:>ens. 
-¥-Hey this is corporate America. We have to keep it clean. 
It's everywhere 
you -want to be.® 
© Visa US.A. Inc. 199S 
maybe 800 fans a tip of the cap for 
coming out to see them play. (I 
want him to try to make Mike 
Piazza and Raul Mondesi do that 
this year.) 
Hearing him say that sent 
my head into a buzzing spin of 
thought. Baseball is a game-no 
more, no less. It's played on a 
field, sometimes at a lush little 
league complex in Santa Barbara, 
or in a suburban Milwaukee park, 
or maybe in a vacant Jot off a busy 
Philly street, where anything hit 
. over Richmond Street is a homer, 
and the other side of Orthodox 
Avenue is a foul territory. 
Whether it be a Little League 
contest, a UCF-Stetson matchup, 
or Opening Night with the Dodg-
ers and Florida Marlins on April 
25, the· only difference is the size 
of the field and the uniform. The 
players do not make the game. 
They'll be crushed when they find 
that out. 
The players went on strike 
in 1972; the fans came back. The 
same thing happened in 1981 and 
1985, and players got locked out 
in 1990. Every time, th_e fans came 
back. They say, "The more things 
change, the more things stay the 
same." Well, the Strike of '94-'95 
has come and gone. Will the cycle 
repeat itself? Will the fans return? 
This one has decided to play 
ball. And for God's sake, GO 
PHILLIES!! LENNY DYKSTRA 
RULES!! 
Fax Update 
UCF Basketball player 
Devon Green has de-
cided to transfer to 
another school after the 
spring semester ends. 
The sophomore guard 
played in 16 games last 
season for the Golden 
Knights, he averaged 
2.8 points and 2.0 re-
bounds per game . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
UCF women's basket-
ball coach Jerry 
Richardson announced 
Monday the signing of 
Shantrice Saxon of 
Leesburg to a letter-of-
intent. 
Saxon is a 6-0 fotward 
who averaged 10 points 
and 13 rebounds a game 
for Central Florida 
Community College. 
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Do you feel the 
need for speed? 
Check out the 
Fountain 
Powerboats 
Formula One 
Challenge at 
Orange County's 
Barnett Park. The 
[ace will take place 
Saturday and 
Sunday, May 6 and 
7. It's the first time 
in history that 
Formula One 
powerboat racing 
has come to 
Orlando . 
The powerboat 
challenge offers a 
$25,000 purse and 
will be televised 
onESPN. 
For ticket 
information, please 
call ( 407) 628-
4802~ ext. 1147. 
------ ~ special dental care offer for UCF students ... 
A Complete Exam & Xrays Welcome re East Orlando Ikntal. 
0110 (INITIAL) 0274 (4 BITEWINGS) I'd like you lO come in and get 
FOR $9 '• acquainted with your new dentist and save a few dollars . 
1110 (ROUTINE) (A $65 va)Ue) George Yarko, D.D.S. 
East Orlando Current UCF ID required 
DENTAL, Take advantage of excellent dental care at 
very comfortable prices. Just bring this 
certificate with you on your fi>· ~ r .. ; ,.;+ ' Certified: lmplanl Prosthelics; Member: American Denial Association, Academy of 
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida 
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association, 
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and 
postgraduate training in TMJ 
See you then! Offer expire:. 4-30-95 
UCF TEAM DENTIST 
11780 E. Colonial Drive 
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr. 
11 "our umcc pulil) !hat 1he flilllCnl and an) 01hcr per.on rc'pun,1hk for Jlilynicm ha' 1hc nghl 10rcfu-c1u pi!). <:J11Cd Jlillnicm. or ti..· reimhur...'tl for paynicn1 for any u1hcr \C rv icc. examina1ion. East Orlando 
or 1rca1n11.'111 ~hich ,, ·nonlll'tl 3, a rc,u11 ul and~ nhin 7; hou" ol re> ndin • h> 1he •1thcni\Cnicn1 for !he I""· di-..:uumed kc. ur rc'tluccd kc >er.•ice. cxanunaliun. ur 1rca1mcn1. 
Athletic Men and Women 
Between 18 & 26 ... 
You Could Be A Contender On 
andB as .. 
MTV's Fast and Furious Sports Competition 
CONTENDER TRYOUTS 
Saturday, May 6 & Sunday, May 7 
AT WaltlV)isneyWorld@ 
Call the Contender Hotline to Register 
407-352-3265 
Community Bio-Resources, Inc. 
...,)..~ ... 
~(_ -.~ ~~ 
Until Hobots 
replace Humans 
... your plasma will 
always he 11c1 ~dcd 
DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
*Patients in shock *Protect against infection 
*Bleeding Disorders *Accident victims 
*Provide intravenous *Provide clotting factors 
fluids for burns, for Hemophiliacs 
surgery, or *New research on life 
treatments of illness threatening dieseases 
"We will compensate you for your time 
when giving the gift of life" 
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH 
. 
~P!!!P.!P-1!!!!~""!'-!I" 
Now Two Locations to Serve You Better 
University and Goldenfod 
Uni Gold Shopping Center 
(next to Devaney's Bar) 
Oviedo 
Alaf aya Square Shopping Center 
(On Alafaya Trail) 
679-0778 365-8444 
. - -- . .. . .. ~;._-.. 
- . ·- ,. ,~,, .. \:' 
. . - . . . ~·.~;~' .. j 
Aerobics, Freewig~ts, Cardio, Babysitti"ng, Pers<:lnal .Trai~ers, Tanning \\-.· 
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Orlando clinches with ease against Webber and the Bullets 
by JUSTIN DELIAS 
Assistant sports editor 
AnfemeeHardawayscored the 
final points of Monday night's game 
against the Washington Bullets with 
an authoritative slam dunk. 
clinch the home-court aClvantage 
throughout the playoffs. 
ThegoalattainedMondaynight 
is something many people expected 
from the Magic at the start of the 
season, but finally achieving the goal 
came as a relief to many Magic play-
ers. 
Magic's success more than anyone. 
"Coming from 18- and 21-win 
seasons to 55 and 56 wins in six years 
is a great accomplishment. I've been 
here through the trials and tribula-
tions, good and bad. !don't think you 
can really putitinto words," Anderson 
commented. ''I think the management The dunk not only gave the 
Magic a 111-100 victory over the 
Bullets, which was good enough for a 
''Mac Attack," but it single-handedly 
put an explanation point on how far 
the Magic have come. 
''I just told [the Magic players] and the staff have put together some-
With Monday's victory 
coupled with a New York Knicks ' 
loss that same night, the Magic won 
their first Atlantic Division title as 
well as posting the best regular season 
record in the Eastern Conference to 
that New York lost at home to Mil- thing that will go a long way." 
waukee and that the whole thing is ShaquilleO'Nealonlyhadfour 
over with, and it did not involve tie- points after the first quarter but went 
breakers or anything else," Magic on to lead all scorers with 34 as well as 
coach Brian Hill said. ''I th.ink it was pulling in a game high 12 rebounds 
almost more of a feeling of relief than along with four blocks. Horace Grant 
over-joyous, raucous behavior." and Anfemee Hardaway both con-
Shooting guard Nick Ander- tributed 16 points to the cause as well. 
son has been with the Magic from the The Washington Bullets had 
start and is prr''1ably enjoying the balanced scoring as Chris Webber, 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:=...-=;;.::::::;------ -, Juwan Howard and big Gheorghe 
0 PE 
.JUST IMAGINE ... 
· U could be sitting here! 
$269 
PARIS $299 
AMSTERDAM$359 
ROME $399 
ATHENS $385 
MADRID $319 . 
PRAGUE $379 
Fares from Miami, each way. 
International Student JD re-
quin Fares subject to change. 
Taxes NOT included. 
UCF-F 
the alternative & 
and 
Muresan all poured in 21 points a 
piece. 
The game was not as close as 
the final score indicated. The Magic 
led by as much as 25 points and main-
tained control throughout the game, 
keeping the lead right (!.founct 20 
throughout. 
In the fourth quarter, the Magic 
were playing with most of the starters 
on the bench, which allowed the Bul-
lets an opportunity to get back into the 
game. The run by the Bullets was 
enough to scare coach Hill into putting 
the troops back in. 
The Bullets got to within seven 
points, but they just did nothaveenough 
in the end. The Magic's trouble hold-
ing leads in the fourth quarter is some-
thing that has lately been bothering the 
players. 
'Tonight it was one of those 
nights where we had a comfortable 
89.9 
cultural source 
the UCF MUSIC DEPARTMENT JAZZ LAB BAND 
~ 
UCF Jazz Lab Annual Spring Concert 
featuring 
Friday, April 14, 1995 
8:00 p.m. 
UCF Student Center Auditorium 
FREE for students! 
$) at the door for non-students. 
photo/SOLARES 
Anfernee Hardaway's emphatic slam capped Orlando's 
decisive 111-100 victory over the Washington Bullets. 
lead, and we just got overconfident," 
Anfemee Hardaway said. ''Washing-
ton made a little run, but we never felt 
threatened. But ju.st the fact that we 
were up 20 and they brought. it back to 
seven [is bad enough]." 
Shaquille O'Neal also had a 
good night at the free throw line, hit-· 
ting eight out of his I 0 attempts. His 
efforts did not go unnoticed by the 
fans, as they gave the big guy an 
ovation after he hit his first free throw 
attempt and cheered him on through-
! m~t the course of the game. 
"ELECTRIFYING! 
DiCAPRIO GIVES 
A BUST·OUT STAR · 
PERFORMANCE!" 
·Peter Travers, ROUING STONE MAGAZINE 
"AMAZING! 
-COULD BE DiCAPRIO'S 
SECOND OSCAR® 
NOMINATION!" 
·Don Slotter, "EllTERTAINMENT TIME-OUT" SYNDICATION 
"BONE·CHILLING! 
DiCAPRIO'S .PORTRAIT 
IS NOTHING SHORT 
OF BRILLIANT!" 
·Raj Bahadur. NBC-RADIO 
"GRIPPING! 
DiCAPRIO IS 
ELECTRIFYING!" 
STARTS FRIDAY, FASHl~LLAGE8 APRIL 21 ! COLONIAL~~j~~NDONAVf 
Brian Hill is relieved to finally 
have the regular sea<>on wrapped up, 
which now allows for more prepara-
tion toward the playoffs. 
"Since there is no tie-breakeror 
anything else, we can just scope out 
the business of getting some people 
some rest, looking at some different 
people out there, maybe even add a 
few wrinkles, and mess around with 
some things offensively and defen-
sively."Hillsaid. "Reallyjustputallof 
our efforts into focusing on Boston in 
preparation for the first round." 
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Golden Knights take down the Bulls 3-2 Tuesday in a heated affair · 
D Another come-
from-behind victory 
ties both school and 
state records for 
consecutive wins. 
by MARC LOYD 
Staff writer 
With all the intensity of a 
seventh game in the World Series, 
the Golden Knights squeaked by 
cross-state rivals South Florida, 3-
2. 
In a game filled with ejec-
tions, several brush-back pitches 
and a stadium fu11 of rabid UCF 
fans frothing at the mouth, 
centerfieder Alex "Clutch" Morales 
Jived up to his new nickname. 
"I was behind on his fastball 
early in the game. I just wanted to· 
get that barrel out and drive the ball 
somewhere and get the job done," 
Morales said . 
With the score tied 2-2 in the 
bottom of the seventh, "Clutch"' 
singled to centerfield, driving in 
secondbaseman Rookie Gage, 
which turned out to be the winning 
run . This·marks the third game of 
the season where Morales came 
tl)rough with a game-winning run·. 
The win pushed "THE STREAK" 
to 28 and also tied the state record, 
which was held by UCF. 
Tuesday night specialist 
pitcher Brian Gomes started the 
game for the 12th-ranked Knights 
and threw a solid six and-one-third 
innings, giving up two · runs and 
striking out four. 
USP, however, took a brief 
1-0 lead heading into the bottom of 
the fourth when shortstop Chad 
Sheffer punched a single, scoring 
Adam "Sledge" Johnson from sec-
ond. The game stayed deadlocked 
until the Bulls jumped ahead on a 
double off pitcher Brian Scutero, 
who relieved Gomes. 
THE STREAK seemed to 
be in jeopardy heading into the 
bottom of the seventh, when third 
baseman Andy Moser led off the 
inning with a walk and then stole 
second. 
Then things started to really 
heat up. The Bulls head coach 
started to argue fiercely with the 
homeplate umpire, who had enough 
and gave him the boot. 
Designated hitter Brad King 
then stepped to the plate and drilled 
a double, scoring Moser. This is 
when "Clutch" would pull off yet 
another game..,winning RBI. Se-
nior pitcher Scutero (7-1) then 
mowed down the Bulls as fast as 
they came to the plate. 
"I just have to hold them to 
as few as runs as possible," Scutero 
said. "We're just trying to show 
Orlando what they're all about-
We're just s_ick and tired of Miami 
and the others getting all the recog-
nition." 
The l, I 14 fans were both the 
largest and rowdiest the Golden 
Knights have experienced all sea-
son. 
''The difference now is the 
crowd; they really get into the 
ballgame, and that helps the 
ballplayers." head coach Jay 
Bergman said. "We had a bigger 
crowd in 1984 against FSU, but 
I've never had a more vocal crowd.' ' 
The two-run rally in the sev-
enth wasanotherperfectexampleof 
why the Knights have been able to 
continue this amazing streak. 
"Everyone on 'this team has a 
role, and as long as everyone plays 
their role, we'll be just fine," Moser 
said. 
Senior Rookie Gage has 
played his role so well that even 
Marlon Brando would be proud of 
him. Gage recently broke the single 
season record of sacrifices by a 
Golden Knight. 
The Golden Knights welcome 
the Mercer Bears to town this week-
end for a three-game series. The 
first pitch will be thrown out Friday 
night at 7 p.m., followed by a Satur-
day doubleheader. 
photo/SOLARES 
UCF coach Jay Bergman hasn't had to make quite as many trips to the mound this season. 
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~True Savings® 
Dick is calling everyone 
to tell them his new phone 
number- especially Jane . 
He's sa\'ing withAT&T 
True Savings.' Its perfect 
t()r calling anyone. anytime . 
any\'v·here in the US.A. 
He just spends as little as 
SlO a month 
, on qualifying 
' .) calls, to save 
~ 25%. And 550 
a month 
means 30% 
off AT&T basic rates. Best 
pan - no tees, no lists 
and no hassles.1 
1lJsign up ... 
Dial I 800-225-J7JJ 
Kk\a'True 
Connectionss.'1 
Dick moved a lot as a· 
student, but that was just the 
beginning. , ow he'll be on 
the move and on the road 
more than he ever imagined. 
With his 500 number he'll 
al\Yays be in touch with Jane 
or anyone else, no matter 
·where he might be. Plus, 
every time he moves, it'll 
follow him - to_ almost 
anywhere." To sign up ... 
Dial 1800-ATT-1500 
( I 
~Digital 
Answering 
SyStem1750 
1 ow Dick will get all of his 
important messages - like 
the one·s from Jane. They're 
recorded on a microchip -:--
no tapes to deal with. He 
can selectively save and 
· delete messages, it's much 
safer than his roommate's 
selective memory. Best of 
all , 3 mailboxes means his 
roommates won't erase his 
messages by mistake.1 
To order. .. 
Dial 1 800-582-5970, 
ext.5820 
Reg $129.99 
Sale $89.99 
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XIE: Your True Choice.'"' 
ATs.T 
~Cordless 
Telephone 4725 
See Dick get around his 
new apartment without 
getting the phone cord 
snagged. He remembers 
Jane·s number - luckily 
the phone remeinbers 9 
other numbers for him. 
Plus, there is virtually no 
static due to AT&Ts 
advanced technology. 1 
To order... J 
Dial I 800-.582-5970, 
ext. 5820 · . { !:' .. 
Reg $99.99 
Sale $59.99 
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Inside ... The Golden Knights beat South Florida 3-2 Tu ,, s ·'ay night -a.gain! 
The Orlando Magic clinch the Atlanti~-:Divisjon_,ti{le agalnst Washington! 
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